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ABSTRACT Coeliac disease (CD) is a permanent inflammatory disease of the small intestine characterized
by the destruction of the mucous membrane of this intestinal tract. Coeliac disease represents the most
frequent food intolerance and affects about 1% of the population, but it is severely underdiagnosed. Currently
available guidelines require CD-specific serology and atrophic histology in duodenal biopsy samples to
diagnose CD in adults. In paediatric CD, but recently in adults also, non-invasive diagnostic strategies have
become increasingly popular. In order to increase the rates of correct diagnosis of the disease without the use
of biopsy, researchers have recently been using approaches based on artificial intelligence techniques. In this
work, we present a Clinical Decision Support System (CDSS)system for supporting CD diagnosis, developed
in the context of the Italy-Malta cross-border project ITAMA. The implemented CDSS has been based on a
neural-network-based fuzzy classifier. The system was developed and tested using a Virtual Database and a
Real Database acquired during the ITAMA project. Analysis on 10,000 virtual patients shows that the system
achieved an accuracy of 99% and a sensitivity of 99%.On 19,415 real patients, of which 109with a confirmed
diagnosis of coeliac disease, the system achieved 99.6% accuracy, 85.7% sensitivity, 99.6% specificity and
96% precision. Such results show that the developed system can be used effectively to support the diagnosis
of the CD by reducing the appeal to invasive techniques such as biopsy.
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INDEX TERMS Coeliac disease, computer aided diagnosis, artificial intelligence, endoscopy, neural
network, fuzzy classifier, CDSS.

I. INTRODUCTION18

Coeliac disease (CD) is a rapidly expanding disorder both19

in terms of prevalence in the world and in terms of a more20

significant number of diagnosed patients; it is an autoim-21

mune disease that can occur at all stages of life. Advances22

in understanding the pathogenetic and genetic factors that23
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influence risk have led to the development and refinement 24

of diagnostic tools. It is a chronic disease of the small 25

intestine characterized by an abnormal immune response; 26

the latter is due to exposure to gluten present in the diet 27

in genetically predisposed subjects. The ‘‘environmental’’ 28

factor triggering coeliac disease is represented by gluten, 29

a protein complex contained in some cereals (wheat, barley, 30

rye) [1]. Coeliac disease is an autoimmune disorder induced 31

by dietary gluten in genetically predisposed subjects. CD has 32
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a prevalence of∼ 1% in many populations around the world,33

and the breadth of established clinical presentations continues34

to increase, making the disorder a significant relevance in35

the medical field [2], [3]. The CD has been analysed in its36

many aspects, and although pathogenesis and pathophysi-37

ology remain unknown, it is assumed that the disease is38

strictly connected to genetic interactions, environmental and39

immunological factors.40

Like other underdiagnosed disorders, CD is depicted as an41

iceberg of which the most considerable part is submerged [4].42

There are no particular manifestations in the silent form of43

coeliac disease, and for this reason, it is difficult to diagnose.44

The latent form instead characterizes those subjects who,45

despite having a predisposition to coeliac disease (positivity46

of AGA anti-gliadin antibodies and anti-endomysial EMA47

antibodies), currently have a normal intestinal mucosa that48

does not present atrophy of the villi. However, atrophy will49

appear after some time, and therefore periodic monitoring is50

necessary. With a major awareness of the disease an increas-51

ing number of patients are diagnosed and therefore, as with52

many other autoimmune disorders, the real incidence in the53

population seems to have increased [5].54

In diagnosing coeliac disease, serology is usually the first55

step in diagnosing or ruling out the disease in symptomatic56

patients or for screening. The biopsy is essential for the57

definitive diagnosis of the pathology. The serological markers58

of coeliac disease are: IgA against tTG, Endomysial antibod-59

ies (IgA), IgG against DGD, IgA versus deamidated gliadin60

peptide, IgG versus tTG. A small number of coeliac disease61

patients have had negative serological test results. There-62

fore, biopsies should be performed if there is a high clinical63

suspicion of coeliac disease, regardless of these findings.64

For asymptomatic patients, especially children, who have65

slight increases in serological markers of the disease, biopsy66

analysis can be delayed. Level gastroscopy duodenojejunal67

with intestinal biopsy is undoubtedly helpful to confirm the68

diagnosis and to ascertain the degree, being an invasive exam-69

ination, it is desirable, especially in children, that it is carried70

out only when necessary.71

The European Society for Paediatric Gastroenterology,72

Hepatology and Nutrition (ESPGHAN) guidelines [6] report73

the possibility of avoiding biopsy to diagnose coeliac dis-74

ease in genetically susceptible children with high titres of75

tTG_IgA antibodies. Unfortunately, it is only possible in a76

few patients and is influenced by the lack of standardization77

of anti tTG_IgA kits.78

In order to satisfy the heterogeneity of data and their com-79

plexity, a Decision Support System (DSS) has to be consid-80

ered for their manipulation. DSSs continue to be increasingly81

requested in the clinical setting, and there are still many82

open problems even in the field of interoperability. Due to83

the multidisciplinary nature of a DSS, certain precautions to84

meet the needs of interoperability must be taken into consid-85

eration in the design phase during the construction, use and86

maintenance of the DSS. Some of these considerations were87

addressed by Sutton et al. in [7] as DSS evolve in complexity88

(Artificial Intelligence), interoperability (multidisciplinarity) 89

and data sources (Cloud, open data,. . . ). Thus, decision sup- 90

port systems become a relevant part of the tools that use 91

artificial intelligence (AI). They have the task of solving open 92

questions to deepen the understanding of the correlations 93

between the data representing the events. The DSS, supported 94

by multidisciplinary approaches, revisits how data are treated 95

and analysed and generates virtually and globally cognitive 96

pathways that highlight unconventional solutions and consid- 97

erations. This approach improves how data are analysed and 98

understood, their knowledge and correlation. 99

knowledge-based, data-driven, or lacking a priori knowl- 100

edge. The strategy of the former is based on rules that are 101

not necessarily deterministic; it recovers data from informa- 102

tion systems (i.e.: databases) or in real-time from Biometric 103

systems and evaluates the rules involved. Finally, it produces 104

an output event (Alarm, screening, diagnostic pathway,. . . ). 105

Non-knowledge-based DSSs are data-driven, and the output 106

events result from modelling applications on machine learn- 107

ing with no specific medical knowledge needs to take into 108

account to set up the model. Such a model without knowl- 109

edge, adopted for the creation of the DSS, is currently being 110

studied in the scientific community; they are incredibly com- 111

plex to implement, and they leave no room for understanding 112

the results, whether they are correct or incorrect, even when 113

they have a high degree of sensitivity and specificity. 114

The inherent imprecision of medical data, as well as the 115

fact that a patient enters the diagnostic pathways from differ- 116

ent medical sources (as an outpatient, an inpatient, referred by 117

a physician, after blood tests and other unrelated diagnostic 118

tools have been administered) makes standard classification 119

methods less easy to adapt to the CDSS backend. While 120

well-known classifiers such as SVM and NN produce precise 121

results on binary classification problems, the diagnosis of 122

a coeliac patient requires a number of steps, and a CDSS 123

should offer prioritisation advice on each of these steps, 124

regardless the completion of the whole diagnostic pathway. 125

Fuzzy classifiers allow for taking into account this inherent 126

dynamicity and imprecision. 127

In this work, we present a fuzzy-based Clinical Diagnostic 128

Support System developed within the ITAMAproject (hence- 129

forth ITAMACDSS). ITAMA (ICT Tools for the diagnosis 130

of Autoimmune diseases in the Mediterranean Area, [8]) 131

is a cross-border project between Italy and Malta funded 132

by the European Regional Development Fund within the 133

INTERREG V-A Italia - Malta Cooperation Programme, 134

in which the common territorial challenge is to improve the 135

quality of life and well-being of the population affected by 136

autoimmune diseases, containing the costs of health systems 137

through a strategic commissioning demand towards the world 138

of research. In Sicily andMalta, autoimmune diseases present 139

a high incidence, probably due to the high consumption of 140

starchy foods. In ITAMA, amass screeningwas carried out on 141

more than 20,000 Maltese children. The screening was based 142

on a Medical History Questionnaire (MHQ) and a Point- 143

of-Care Test (PoCT). Children tested positive based on the 144
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result of the MHQ, of the PoCT, or both, were invited for145

further investigation, and in particular for the anti-Actin IgA146

to verify the possibility of avoiding biopsy in a large number147

of patients.148

The implemented CDSS is based on a fuzzy classifier using149

neural networks. The system was developed and tested using150

a Virtual Database and a Real Database acquired during the151

ITAMA project.152

Since the objective was to minimize the length and impact153

of the diagnostic pathway for a correct diagnosis of celiac154

disease while maximizing the effectiveness, it was neces-155

sary to validate the CDSS with numerous pilot tests both156

on simulated data generated in collaboration with medical157

experts and on real data acquired in real contexts (hospitals).158

The validation using ‘virtual patients’ (i.e. artificially gen-159

erated data based on current knowledge of the disease and160

its symptoms/related conditions) was a preparatory step in161

order to reach a starting point of the system before completion162

of the data collection on real patients, and is reported for163

comparison purposes.164

Despite a large amount of data available offered by the165

acquisition in the clinical field, the developed Framework166

intends to propose an architecture that can also be used in167

those sectors in which the data are not numerous and therefore168

cannot take advantage of methods based on the DL. Our169

Framework, whose intelligence is based on Fuzzy rules and170

therefore can be analysed and verifiable, acquires anamnestic171

data validated by doctors or specific health personnel, pro-172

vides both suggestions on personalized diagnostic paths and173

interpretations of the data to lead to a faster diagnosis of celiac174

disease.175

This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses176

existing literature. In Section III the databases – a virtual one177

(III.A) generated using knowledge from the diagnostic state178

of the art in coeliac disease, and a real one (III.B) obtained179

through data collected by the ITAMA project during a mass180

screening – on which the CDSS Fuzzy classifier has been181

trained are presented. Section IV details data cleaning and182

extraction procedure, the proposed approach for designing a183

fuzzy-based CDSS for coeliac disease, its architectural imple-184

mentation and the communication protocol with ITAMADB.185

In Section V results from the classification procedure are186

presented and discussed, and hints at the complete implemen-187

tation of the CDSS system are given. Discussion on the results188

as well as further considerations are given in Section IV.189

II. RELATED WORKS190

In general, the DSSs based on Deep Learning (DL), Machine191

Learning (ML), and Neural Networks (NN) are very efficient192

if applied to training with large data sets; but large data sets193

are not always available in the medical domain [9].194

Qatawneh et al. present in [10] a clinical decision support195

system based on Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) to predict196

the risk of developing Venous Thromboembolism (VTE).197

A dataset with 150 medical records was used for training198

and testing, and the system was trained using a resilient199

backpropagation algorithm with a ten-fold cross-validation 200

scheme to assess the generalization of the system thus, the 201

results show an accuracy of the system is 81%. 202

The introduction of DSSs for diagnosing CD could 203

improve diagnostic work-up, allowing cost, time and labour 204

savings and improving the procedure’s safety, avoiding 205

biopsy sampling and prolonged sedation associated with the 206

multiple biopsy protocol. In particular, DSS based on Fuzzy 207

Logic are enjoying growing research interest in solving clas- 208

sification problems in a wide range of application fields [11], 209

especially in medicine, where the possibility of presenting 210

classification results together with a measurement of the 211

association is very tempting [12]. 212

The interest of the scientific community in the develop- 213

ment of DSS systems, also thanks to new performingmachine 214

learning techniques, is certainly growing [13], [14]. However, 215

the problem of developing CD diagnosis support systems 216

is still poorly explored, perhaps due to the difficulty of the 217

problem but undoubtedly also due to the lack of public 218

databases. For example, in a recent review work [15], after 219

proper research, the authors have identified only 41 publi- 220

cations consisting of original work describing techniques for 221

computer-aided CD diagnosis. 222

Gadermayr et al. [16] summarize recent trends in 223

computer-aided coeliac disease diagnosis based on upper 224

endoscopy and proposed pipelines for fully-automated 225

patient-wise diagnosis and for integrating expert knowledge 226

into the automated decision process. 227

In [17], the authors presented a feature descriptor for 228

the classification of video capsule endoscopy images. 229

In addition, they introduced a system for small intestine 230

motility characterization based on deep CNN for individ- 231

ual motility events. Experimental results showed a mean 232

classification accuracy of 96% for six intestinal motility 233

events. 234

In the last few years, deep learning methods have also been 235

used to classify endoscopic images. In this context, the best 236

known convolutional neural networks, i.e. AlexNet [18], [19], 237

GoogLeNet [20], VGGf net [21], and VGG16 net [22], have 238

been used for this purpose. 239

Wang et al. in [23] propose a deep-learning-based method- 240

ology to recalibrate the module to identify images with 241

regions significant for celiac disease from healthy ones. The 242

developed module determines the most salient feature on the 243

features’ map and is hooked to a Support Vector Machine 244

and a k-nearest neighbour module to perform a linear dis- 245

criminant analysis. Their method reports 95.94%, 97.20% 246

and 95.63% for accuracy, sensitivity and specificity with the 247

10-time 10-fold cross-validation strategy. 248

Amirkhani et al. [24] developed a method based on a fuzzy 249

cognitive map (FCM) and a possibilistic fuzzy C-means clus- 250

tering algorithm (PFCM) for the categorization of CD. The 251

research goal was to develop an expert system for classifying 252

patients with CD into three grades A, B1, and B2, which is the 253

latest grading method available. Three experts have extracted 254

seven key defining features of CDs that were considered FCM 255
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concepts. For the three analysis classes, the authors obtained256

88%, 90% and 91% accuracy, respectively.257

The authors of [25] proposed a fuzzy logic-based method258

to predict coeliac disease by entering sharp values of various259

symptoms. The analysis was conducted on 700 individuals.260

The system, which was based on the Mamdani model, shows261

an accuracy of 96.11%.262

However, to our knowledge, to date, there are no works in263

which clinical support systems for coeliac disease screening264

have been developed, i.e. designed to work from non-invasive265

diagnostic tests (and to limit the use of biopsy). This is266

probably due to the paucity of screening data as well as the267

complexity of the diagnostic problem.268

III. THE DATABASES269

To develop and test the CDSS, we first had to create a270

Virtual Patient Database, the rationale of which is explained271

in section III.A. Basically, this was due to the Sars-CoV-2272

pandemic, which delayed the actual data collection within273

the project. The Virtual DB schema is compatible one-to-one274

with the Real DB one, so that as the real data was acquired,275

they can be appropriately transferred into the complete DB276

(virtual + real), and in this sense, they can be used by the277

CDSS without significant changes. The Real DB and the278

actual collected data are described in section III.B. As a result,279

one million virtual patients have been generated.280

A. VIRTUAL DATABASE281

In order to optimize and speed up the CDSS development,282

a way has been devised to massively generate data from283

‘‘virtual patients’’. Such data has been generated by assessing284

the scientific literature to derive known incidences of coeliac285

disease factors in the general population and, where appro-286

priate, by treating such variables as an independent. The data287

was discussed and approved with the ITAMA medical staff288

of experts in coeliac disease. Furthermore, the variables that289

have been included mirror precisely the original variables290

from the ITAMADB, and as such, have beenmodified during291

the project. The final list of variables, shown in Table 4,292

is coherent with the list from real data acquisition, allowing293

the virtual model to be fully interchangeable with the real294

model, for comparison purposes. The ITAMA group has295

made a public version of the virtual database available to the296

scientific community.1297

The virtual DBwas created using statistical information on298

the pathology. Specifically, since the prevalence of the celiac299

disease in the general population is 1:100 [26], a set of patient300

batches was generated, each consisting of 1 positive patient301

and a random number of negative patients extracted from a302

Gaussian distribution with a mean of 100 and variance of two303

standard deviations. Virtual data is generated as follows.304

1https://app.itamaproject.eu/virtualdb

1) FOR NEGATIVE PATIENTS 305

Questionnaires have been generated so that epidemiological 306

data reflects the statistical prevalence of diseases (where 307

known) in the general population: Anaemia (1:4), Osteopenia 308

(1:3), Chronic Diarrhoea (1:20), Failure to Grow (1:140), 309

Genetic Disorders (1:1000), Coeliac Mother (1:100). In the 310

computation of the cumulative number of positive questions, 311

the resulting value is scaled for consistency with the corre- 312

sponding data for the real patients. 313

The Point-of-Care Test (PoCT) has negative or inconclu- 314

sive outcome (highly unlikely positive PoCT), maintaining 315

the distribution of inconclusive (1:600), and considering a 316

number of defective tests equal to 1:1200, which is consistent 317

with literature. In the case of negative PoCT and negative 318

Questionnaire, the Blood Test has missing values. Otherwise 319

(positive PoCT or positive MHQ), the logic detailed below 320

is followed. First, a value for the total IgA is generated, 321

following the PoCT result: if PoCT is negative, IgA generated 322

value is higher than the threshold with mean 7 and variance 323

2 stdev; if PoCT is inconclusive, IgA has lower random values 324

with random distribution between 0 and 0.25. In the case 325

of a deficit of the total IgA, a value is generated for the 326

tTG_IgG with mean 2 and variance 2 stdev and the value of 327

the tTG_IgA is missing. In the other cases (i.e. if the total 328

IgAs are sufficient) a value for the tTG_IgA is generated from 329

a Gaussian distribution with mean 4.5 and variance 2 stdev, 330

and the value for the tTG_IgG will be missing. 331

If the blood test is positive, the Biopsy will obviously have 332

a negative result (class 1 or 2 – the patient being generated is 333

CD-negative), otherwise it has a missing value. 334

2) FOR POSITIVE PATIENTS 335

The distribution of positive responses in the Questionnaire is 336

reviewed considering the known prevalence, compared to that 337

used for the questionnaire of negative cases: Anaemia (1:2), 338

Osteopenia (2:5), Chronic Diarrhoea (1:3), Failure to Grow 339

(1:5), Genetic Disorders (1:20), Coeliac Mother (1:18). 340

The PoCT is positive (599:600) or inconclusive (1:600). 341

Blood Tests follow a logic similar to that for negative cases 342

but will always be positive: first a value for the total IgA 343

is generated. In the case of inconclusive PoCT, with mean 344

0.125 and variance 1 stdev, otherwise mean 8 and variance 345

2 stdev. In the case of inconclusive PoCT, a value is generated 346

for the tTG_IgG with mean 14 and variance 2 stdev and 347

the value of the tTG_IgA will remain missing. Values in 348

the negative range are discarded. In the case of a positive 349

PoCT, a value for the tTG_IgA is generated from a Gaussian 350

distribution with mean 24 and long tail on the right, and the 351

value for the tTG_IgG will remain missing. Values in the 352

negative range are discarded 353

The Biopsy has assigned a random positive evaluation with 354

uniform 1:3 distribution among classes 3a, 3b, 3c. 355
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B. REAL DATABASE356

The real database was designed with the primary goal to357

support the ITAMA project to reach its objectives. Therefore,358

the data relating to the subjects have been entered after they359

have given informed consent. The resulting schema considers360

all known constraints and requirements both from ethical,361

technical and functional points of view, and at the same time,362

it is ready to be extended for further possible functions to be363

supported. Other general guidelines and best practices were364

followed for its design, such as data isolation and interoper-365

ability.366

As far as data isolation is concerned, the DB schema is367

provides for the following features:368

• minimal data redundancy: each table represents a sin-369

gle piece of information so that it can be easily identified370

as a table storing the related data;371

• privacy: any possible personal data can be stored in a372

single table, thus allowing for controlled access to it and373

separation from the remaining data, with no impact on374

the information extraction and data aggregation;375

• reusability: the schema can be re-used, as is or even376

partially, in different same or similar contexts;377

• safety: there are no ‘‘critical’’ tables, so losing someone378

will have little impact on the stored information.379

As far as interoperability is concerned, we used some well-380

known best practices: all table names start with a lowercase381

’t’, all field names do not contain non-ASCII characters,382

and they are composed (as much as possible) of meaningful383

groups of characters, making it easier to understand the data384

they represent and the table they belong to.385

The current schema of the database is composed of twenty-386

nine tables, based on which it is possible to build all the387

queries needed to achieve the project’s goals, in terms of388

suitably structured data storage, and information extraction389

for statistical analysis and support for the early diagnosis390

process. Concerning the current instance of the DB, i.e. the391

actual stored data, it consists of∼189k rows in total. In more392

detail, it stores 20,454 patients’ basic information, spread on393

4 tables and 103,513 rows:394

• Demographics (age, gender, ethnicity);395

• Medical history (answers to 29 multiple-choice ques-396

tions);397

• Point-of-Care (PoCT) data (pictures, results).398

The results of second-level blood tests for 875 patients are399

spread among 12 tables and 2573 rows storing values for400

tTG_IgA, tTG_IgG, Total_IgA, EMA, AntiActine AAC, and401

DPG_IgG exams.402

Two more tables contain third-level (endoscopy) exams403

results for 165 patients, namely biopsy (evaluation based on404

Marsh index) and mucosal deposits (pictures, evaluation).405

The final evaluation and the related details are spread406

on two tables and 39,807 rows, storing for each candidate407

the complete diagnostic pathway (doctors’ decisions on the408

diagnostic steps for each participant), and the final diagnosis409

(Coeliac/Non-coeliac).410

FIGURE 1. Age distribution in the real database.

FIGURE 2. Gender distribution in the real database.

The database also keeps track of all the collected data, 411

also those not directly usable for the project’s goals but still 412

useful for side statistics (e.g.: defective PoCTs or incomplete 413

personal information). 414

The amount of stored data is 95.8 GiB, of which 31.4 MiB 415

corresponds to internal data, and the remaining corresponds 416

to indexed images of PoCTs and mucosal deposits. The fol- 417

lowing figures 1-3 show the distribution of participants by 418

age, gender, and ethnicity. 419

The following tables and figures show the distribution by 420

age, gender, and ethnicity of patients who tested positive at 421

the PoCT (Table 1, Fig. 4), patients who declared five or 422

more symptoms at the MHQ (Table 2, Fig. 5), and patients 423

diagnosed as celiac (Table 3, Fig. 6). 424

Fig. 7 shows an overview of the diagnostic pathway fol- 425

lowed by all the patients based on the result of the PoCT and 426

of the following diagnostic steps (blood and/or endoscopy 427

exams). 428
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FIGURE 3. Ethnic distribution in the real database.

FIGURE 4. Distribution of PoCT positives by age, gender, and ethnicity in
the real database.

FIGURE 5. Distribution of patients with five or more symptoms declared
at MHQ by age, gender, and ethnicity in the real database.

IV. METHOD429

A. RATIONALE430

ACDSS assists physicians and decision-makers in the health-431

care sector by providing further insights on data, employing432

FIGURE 6. Distribution of patients diagnosed as celiac by age, gender,
and ethnicity in the real database.

TABLE 1. PoCT positives by age, gender, and ethnicity.

TABLE 2. People with >4 symptoms on MHQ by age, gender, and
ethnicity.

methodologies commonly used in Artificial Intelligence. The 433

purpose of ITAMACDSS is to allow decision-makers in the 434

coeliac disease diagnostic process to evaluate better the status 435

of a subject that has entered the diagnostic pathway by priori- 436

tizing the subjects for which a positive diagnosis is more plau- 437

sible, at the same time reducing diagnosis costs and optimis- 438

ing the use of costly and uncomfortable medical procedures. 439

ITAMACDSS conforms to standard practices and general 440

philosophy in the discipline: a CDSS supports and supple- 441

ments physicians, it does not replace them. Furthermore, 442
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TABLE 3. Celiac by age, gender, and ethnicity.

FIGURE 7. Overview of the diagnostic pathway of patients in the real
database.

it does not replace a clinician’s expertise or is intended as a443

fully autonomous diagnostic system. Any suggestion offered444

by the system has to be weighed by an expert to consider any445

other relevant factor that can influence a correct decision on446

the diagnostic pathway.447

In order to obtain the results described above, the CDSS448

should take in account some factors: contrary to the clas-449

sic case-use of classifiers, the problem with assisting in a450

diagnostic path is that data arrives bit by bit following the451

diagnostic protocol steps, and the decisions on the pros-452

ecution of the diagnostic pathway have to be taken each453

time. As well, unless based on a specific diagnostic mean,454

such as biopsy, the final classification often has a degree of455

uncertainty.456

B. CLASSIFICATION 457

The ITAMACDSS team has decided to base the classifier 458

portion of the system, which is described in the present 459

article, on a fuzzy paradigm. Fuzziness in input and out- 460

put provides a more natural expression, which lends itself 461

better to introspection and conforms to the anthropocentric 462

principles that medicine should adhere to. A fuzzy-based 463

classifier can also deal with multiple explicantia for a single 464

explicandum, i.e. the same semantic data input is expressed 465

using different syntactic models [27], [28]. This feature is 466

extremely important with data of the kind we have dealt 467

with in the project, as attested by the different semantics that 468

are present in the database. Fuzziness offers a more natural 469

treatment for missing data, which can be considered to belong 470

to each fuzzy set with shallow confidence; as the diagnostic 471

pathways go on, ownership will increase in the correct class 472

and decrease elsewhere. The same results are more difficult 473

and less natural to obtain with classical architectures, as miss- 474

ing data is usually swept under the rug of neurons, and treated 475

as an obstacle and not as a natural part of the phenomena that 476

are analysed. As well, since in coeliac disease diagnosis, the 477

ground truth is only obtained through an invasive procedure, 478

the fact that the system will inherently generate approximate, 479

imprecise results should also encourage the clinician to trust 480

the system and to gain complete control of the diagnostic 481

decisions, incorporating suggestion from the CDSS in a less 482

invasive instance. 483

The implemented CDSS is based on a fuzzy classifier 484

using neural networks, feed-forward backpropagation with 485

momentum. Development took place in Python 3.6 language 486

using the appropriate ML libraries. The system was trained 487

and tested on real data databases acquired in the ITAMA 488

Project and on the Virtual DB previously described. The 489

classifier uses a five-class response (MIN, LOW, MED, HIG, 490

MAX); input variables in ground truth belong to MIN with 491

maximal value when the subject is confirmed as negative and 492

to MAX if the subject is confirmed positive. A classification 493

is counted as True Positive (TP) (respectively True Negative, 494

TN) when a ground truth MAX is classified as MAX (MIN 495

classified as MIN). A classification is counted as a False Pos- 496

itive (FP) (respectively False Negative, FN) when a ground 497

truth MIN is classified as MAX (MAX classified as MIN). 498

Other combinations of classifications are not counted toward 499

the final computation of the confusion matrix. 500

C. DATA CLEANING AND FEATURES EXTRACTION 501

The first process of data cleaning was applied to the bulk 502

data. First, each subject data consisting only of 0 or missing 503

values was excluded. Then, the optimization and tuning of the 504

system were carried out according to the scheme presented 505

in Fig. 8, based on a simplified version of the optimization 506

procedure proposed by Pota et al. in [8]. 507

In detail: 508

• Step A:several user settings, including the kind and 509

measurements for the neural architecture, are defined. 510
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FIGURE 8. General Schematics for optimization. Preparation of settings
from general knowledge and choice of architecture (A); preparation and
cleaning of the data, input into the system (B); building of a ‘zero variable’
model (C); choice of the first variable to use as input (D); choice of the
further variables to use as input (E); application of halting criteria (F).

This choice is based on standard parameters and previ-511

ous knowledge.512

• Step B:the dataset is extracted from ITAMA DB,513

cleaned and verified. All meaningless data is stripped,514

and the rows that contain only null or zero values are515

excluded.516

• Step C: a zero variables model, which amounts to just517

a choice of network and fuzzy sets to use in input and518

output features of the classifier, is built.519

• Step D:the model is trained variable by variable, with520

repeated subsets of the data, taking the mean of the521

repeated tests as the final result. Each variable contained522

in the ITAMA DB is tested as the only input of the523

classifier, and the target parameter was the accuracy of524

the classifier on the training data. The best variable (i.e.525

the single variable that guarantees the best classification526

results) is then selected and included in the list of the527

variables to use in the final classification.528

• Step E:the process is iterated using all the remaining529

training variables. Each time the remaining best variable530

is found and is added to the classifier.531

TABLE 4. Optimised parameters.

• Step F:the process stops when adding other best vari- 532

ables does not significantly improve classification, 533

as defined by a threshold selected by previous knowl- 534

edge of the problem As the original number of vari- 535

ables did not impede the classification speed, no a-priori 536

maximum number of variables was forced on the opti- 537

misation process. 538

Following the variables optimisation process, an additional 539

parameters’ choice was applied to the fuzzy neural network 540

by applying a simple gradient with momentum descent to the 541

number of neurons in each level and the number of levels. The 542

complete optimisation process has selected the parameters 543

reported in Table 4. 544

D. COMMUNICATING WITH ITAMADB 545

Once the classifier is completed, ITAMACDSS is interfaced 546

with the ITAMADB system to offer diagnostic support to 547

clinicians and health care personnel, and the system can 548

accept new patients’ data as input. ITAMACDSS commu- 549

nicates with ITAMADB System via a public API, using 550

a microservice architecture, once again shielded from the 551

final user. In the following, a brief description of the public 552

API is given. All the API commands are available using a 553

common endpoint. The following commands describe the 554

API. 555

1) STATUS = ITAMACDSS_ENROLL (ID, DATA[]) 556

When a new patient is enrolled in the system, ITAMADB 557

issues this command, passing the patient id along 558

a list of acquired data on the patient itself. ITA- 559

MACDSS provides an entry in its private DB for the 560

patient. 561

Query Parameters: 562

Response Codes: 563
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2) STATUS = ITAMACDSS_UPDATE (ID, DATA[])564

Each time new data is gathered about a patient (e.g. the565

results from a questionnaire, or a lab analysis), ITAMADB566

issues this command, passing the patient id along with a567

list of the newly gathered data on the patient itself. ITA-568

MACDSS updates the data on the patient accordingly and569

generates a risk factor index and a confidence index for the570

patient.571

Query Parameters:572

Response Codes:573

Response Fields:574

3) STATUS = ITAMACDSS_DIAGNOSIS (ID, POSITIVE)575

When a patient has been diagnosed, ITAMADB issues this576

command, passing the patient id along with the diagnosis.577

Then, ITAMACDSS deletes the entry in its private DB for the578

patient, allowing for a further enrolment of the same patient,579

and moves the data to a different private DB for further580

analysis and updated model training.581

Query Parameters:582

Response Codes:583

E. RISK AND CONFIDENCE FACTORS 584

After the classifier has been trained, each time a new patient 585

data set is passed to the system, a Risk Factor (RF) and 586

a Confidence Factor (CF) are computed. RF is the clas- 587

sification result, considered as the best class that fits the 588

data (MIN, LOW, MED, HIG, MAX). CF is a parameter 589

that addresses the idea that information about a patient is 590

partial and increases over time until a specific diagnosis is 591

reached. The confidence factor is computed according to the 592

following: each stage of the diagnostic pathway is associated 593

to a weight factor wi, according to clinical experience and 594

previous knowledge; in the simplest version, a linear scale 595

in the [0, 1] interval that mirrors the stage in the diagnostic 596

pathway. In the first version of the application, w1 = 0.30, 597

w2 = 0.55, w3 = 0.70. Each weight is then multiplied by 598

a function of the level of belonging to the fuzzy set selected 599

by the algorithm. In the first version of the application, the 600

value is wi · 2(fsi). The resulting value is then thresholded 601

in the [0, 1] range. Such value can be displayed next to the 602

patients’ data directly or using any eidetic device (such as 603

colour, intensity, shapes). 604

V. RESULTS 605

As for the analysis conducted on the virtual database, training 606

of the already optimized model has been carried out using 607

10 batches of 10K virtual patients each, split 70/30 (training 608

set/test set), following the procedure detailed in the previous 609

section, that has been previously submitted to the system, 610

using custom-made Python code. 611

Due to the significant unbalance between the cardinality of 612

positive and negative virtual patients (negative � positive), 613

the positive/negative ratio has been fixed in both training 614

and test sets in order to avoid having sets with only nega- 615

tive patients. Table 5 shows the confusion matrix obtained 616

by averaging the results of 10 rounds of 10,000 virtual 617

patients each (repeated validation of random subsampling) 618

split between train and test sets according to the configuration 619

described in the previous section. Patients with no useful data 620

(i.e. 0 or NaN in all columns) have been omitted. 621
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TABLE 5. Confusion matrix virtual database.

The sensitivity and specificity of the method can be622

obtained from the confusion matrix in Table 5:623

- the sensitivity represents the number of correctly recog-624

nized positive, true positives (TP), on the total number625

of positives, obtained by adding the true positives and626

the false negatives (FN), i.e. as in equation (1):627

sensitivity =
TP

TP+ FN
(1)628

- the specificity is the number of recognized negatives,629

true negatives (TN), on the total of negatives, obtained630

by adding the true negatives and the false positives (FP),631

i.e. as in equation (2):632

specificity =
TN

TN+ FP
(2)633

The values obtained for these two parameters are:634

- sensitivity= 96.7%635

- specificity= 99.9%.636

The accuracy value, i.e. the fraction of correct classifi-637

cations, and the precision (also called positive predictive638

value), i.e. the fraction of positive classifications that resulted639

true, were also calculated, obtaining the following results in640

equations (3) and (4):641

accuracy =
TN+ TP

TN+ TP+ FN+ FP
= 99.8% (3)642

precision =
TP

TP+ FP
= 93.5% (4)643

TABLE 6. Confusion matrix real database.

FIGURE 9. Typical Membership function from the classification procedure
(single run). Scatterplot of mean values for center points of fuzzy
numbers representing test values are included for clarity (Negative (GT):
each bullet = 50 cases. Positive (GT): each bullet = 1 case).

For the study on the real database, a total of 19,415 patients, 644

of which 109 diagnosed with coeliac disease, were analysed. 645

Also for this database, the same parameters used for the 646

virtual database and already presented in Table 4 were used. 647

While the positive/negative ratio is lower (0.006 for real data, 648

0.01 for virtual data), such values are in the same order of 649

magnitude, and allow a direct comparison of results from 650

the two models. Training for the real data model has been 651

carried out using the following parameters: split 80/20 (train- 652

ing set/test set), with fixed positive/negative ratio. Patients 653

with no useful data (i.e. 0 or NaN in all columns) have 654

been omitted. Averaged and rounded results from 1000 split 655

batches using Monte Carlo repeated sub-sampling validation 656

are as in Table 6 (TP mean= 23.78, stdev= 1.41; FP mean= 657

1.00, stdev = 0.17; FN mean = 3.67, stdev = 1.36; TN 658

mean = 1399.76, stdev = 0.65). An example of the typical 659

membership function obtained through the classification pro- 660

cess is given in Fig. 9. 661

By means of the confusion matrix in Table 6, the following 662

performance values were obtained: 663

• sensitivity = 85.7%; 664

• specificity = 99.6%; 665

• accuracy = 99.6%; 666

• precision = 96.0%. 667

Computation time for the training phase is O(n); each batch 668

took approximately 200 +/− 14 sec. to compute on an M1 669

processor. Running time on a single subject is O(1). 670

In order to highlight the effectiveness of the proposed 671

method, an analysis was also carried out using the best known 672

and most used classifiers for medical imaging; SVM, kNN, 673

neural network. The comparison of the results obtained by the 674

various classifiers on the virtual database is shown in Table 7, 675
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TABLE 7. Confusion matrix virtual database.

TABLE 8. Confusion matrix real database.

while the comparison of results on the real database is shown676

in Table 8.677

As for the other classifiers analysed:678

• the implemented neural network showed the best results679

with 7-5-1 architecture;680

• the implemented SVM has a linear kernel;681

• the KNN showed the best results for K = 5.682

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION683

This paper presents results from ITAMACDSS, a clinical684

decision and support system for coeliac disease diagnosis.685

The system is based on fuzzy rules, particularly dedicated686

to data-based knowledge extraction for medical data clas-687

sification. All the degrees of freedom that characterize the688

modelling process were analysed to identify the developer’s689

correct choices, obtain a confidence-weighted classifier, and690

improve the classification performance and interpretability691

of the system. Some parameters have been introduced to692

define the required trade-off between performance and inter-693

pretability. As suggested by the procedure, these parame-694

ters can be used to identify the associated design choices.695

Finally, the remaining degrees of freedom can be found using696

the preferred optimization method. In order to give greater697

concreteness to the results obtained and to better evaluate698

the effectiveness of the proposed method, traditional classi-699

fication methods (KNN, SVM, neural networks) have been700

implemented and evaluated. Results obtained from the fuzzy701

classifier employed by the project compare favourably with702

traditional ones, which turned out to suffer from overfitting.703

The fuzzy classification additionally allows to calculate risk704

and confidence factors, that can be usefully employed in 705

evaluating priorities in the diagnostic pathway of the patients. 706

Furthermore, fuzzy approaches allow for suggestions on the 707

next steps to follow during the diagnostic pathway, instead of 708

at the end of it, as natural for other methods. 709

The data acquired and hosted in the DB highlights various 710

medical conditions associated with specific symptoms and 711

signs. The CDSS helps assessing the physical health of a 712

person by providing both a tool to support the diagnosis of 713

coeliac disease and a device capable of verifying the correct- 714

ness of the progress of investigation during the identifica- 715

tion of the disorders. Furthermore, the CDSS includes new 716

mathematical methodologies relating to the area of Artificial 717

Intelligence. These models are used to determine both the 718

functions of belonging to the various classes (Min to Max) 719

and the relative values to predict the onset of pathology. 720

A virtual DB was created which allowed for the tuning of 721

the proposed method. The performance of the CDSS on the 722

real and virtual database were comparable, thus confirming 723

the goodness of the implemented virtual DB. The results 724

obtained by classifying the virtual patients’ data are much 725

better than what is usually obtained by classifiers applied 726

to clinical diagnosis. This can be explained by the fact that 727

since data is artificially created from the application of known 728

distributions (albeit through a random generation of parame- 729

ters), the classifier had the chance to understand the overlying 730

distribution in an optimal way. 731

It can be observed that the ITAMACDSS classifier, when 732

used on real patients’ data and in conjunction with a confi- 733

dence factor assessment mechanism, represents a good pre- 734

dictor of coeliac disease, and that by using the system as a 735

diagnostic support it is possible to support the clinician in 736

assessing the coeliac status of a patient with high accuracy 737

and precision by looking at blood tests and PoCT results, 738

reducing the number of costly and uncomfortable procedures 739

such as biopsy. 740

Further work remains to be done on a better correlation 741

between virtual and real data, in order to obtain a virtual 742

model of the coeliac parameters that can be helpful in further 743

revising clinical guidelines. Another area that can be consid- 744

ered an active research topic lies in the presentation of the 745

tool’s suggestions to the users of the systems, clinicians and 746

health personnel alike. 747

The evaluation process confirms the system’s robustness 748

in the presence of a large amount of data (∼22K subjects) 749

and the adequacy of the results compared to international 750

statistics. However, the system can move towards more 751

advanced intelligent systems to support medical diagnostics. 752

The improved computational performance, the identification 753

of new diagnostic paths derived from data analysis and the 754

re-edition of the DB containing the data will mitigate the 755

necessary energy consumption. Furthermore, these aspects 756

will extend the field of action of the CDSS to other branches 757

of medicine in which a decision-making system based on 758

Artificial Intelligence finds huge interest and diversified 759

applications. 760
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